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Introduction

Synchrotron radiation In the sector nagnets of
the 4-GeV microtron designed at the Argonne
National Laboratory produces a small but noticeable
distortion of the closed orbits of the system and a
very-significant growth of the horizontal and
longitudinal phase-space emittances. Because of
the small apertures In the three 25-meter linacs,
it is important that the expected growth of the
beam be calculated as accurately as possible.

For this reason, a computer program has been
written which follows the notions of individual
electrons in the four dimensional horizontal and
longitudinal phase space as they are accelerated in
the system. As the electrons go through the sector
magnets, they emit quanta at random with randomly
chosen energies. The final results show 63%
emittance (area/n) values of 0.15 no mrad and 630
keV degrees for the horizontal and longitudinal
phase spaces respectively. The 99Z values are
about 4.6 tines larger.

Brief Description of the
Argonne Microtron Design

The Argonne microtron is adequately described
by other reports at this conference. For the
purposes of this paper, we call attention to the
fact that there are 3 long 28 n llnac sections
separated by sector magnets from 3 dispersion
sections where the orbits for different energies
are separated. The radius of curvature in the
sector magnet is proportonal to the energy,

r - 3.2855E m/GeV. (1)

The interaction of the llnac rf systems with
the synchrotron energy loss in the sector magnets
produces different orbit effects in the downstream
and upstream llnac sector magnets. We shall call
these sector magnets SMI and SH2 respectively. The
optical systems on each of the orbits in the
dispersion sections are designed to produce zero
dispsersion in the linac straight sections. This
condition produces a general horizontal transfer
matrix1 for the dispersion straight section orbits
that is Independent of the focusing elements
actually used to achieve the conditions.2 The
distorted orbits shown in the next section
therefore show gaps betwen the exits of SHI and the
entrances to SM2.

Closed Orbit Distortions Caused by
Synchrotron Radiation Energy Loss

The average synchrotron radiation energy loss
per sector magnet is given by3
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AE 4.489 E 3 keV/GeV3 (2)

where C - 88.5 m keV/GeV4 and r has been replaced
by eq. 1. The phase error must slip to make up for
the energy loss in the two sectors. From the linac
focusing condition one finds that the amount of
this slip is

S* - -.768 E3mrad/GeV3 -50 arad at 4 GeV (3)

For the steady state condition (which doesn't
actually exist), the energy error must change from
-AE at the llnac entrances to AE at linac exits.
Therefore the beams have a net positive energy
error in SMI and a net negative error in SM2. This
produces in the next linac section a displacement
vector which must be compensated for by an initial
horizontal phrase space vector in the previous
llnac section to produce a closed orbit. The
steady state solution turns out to be a vector with
zero displacement and negative slope that increases
with energy. At 4 GeV the Magnitude of this slope
Is aout 0.1 arad producing 1-1.2 ma of displacement
at the upstream and downstream ends of the linac
resepectively.

The dynaaical problem has been solved using a
computer program. The four dimensional phase point
is started at 0 at 185 MeV. It gains energy in the
linacs and loses energy in the sector magnets at a
constant rate. The resulting horizontal distortion
is shown in the phase space plot in Fig. 1 (Only
the last 30 llnac passes are shown.) The
displacement is negative in SHI and positive in
SM2.

These orbit distortions are caused by the fact
that the original microtron design does not
properly account for the interaction of the rf
system with the synchrotron radiation loss. Since
the energy error is positive in SMI and negative in
SH2, clearly aore bend is required in SHI than in
SM2. Also the optical axes in the dispersion
sections must have a negative slope.

When one adds compensating positive and
negative bends to the upstreaa and downstream ends
of properly tilted optical axis in the dispersion
straight sections all of the orbits can be aade to
stay on the center lines of the linacs. The
longitudinal phase space motion after making these
corrections 1* shown In Fig. 2 . The required
displaceaents and bends required to remove the
orbit distortions are small and have values of ±0.3
ma and 70.013 mrad at 4 GeV.
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HORIZONTAL PHflSE SPACE MOTION

Fig. I Phaaa apac* plot showing tha horizontal
orbit distortions eauaad by synchrotron
radiation (laat 30 turnc).

Longitudinal and Horltontal
?haaa Spaca Growth

To study the growth of tha phase apace araaa
due to quantun fluctuations, a computer program haa
been written that follow* the four dimensional
phase space behavior of many particles as they are
accelerated In the mlcrotron fro* 180 MeV to
4 GaV. Tha Initial phaaa space points arc chosen
at randoa from exponential phase space area/2*
distributions having 90X values of 0.05 ma arad
horizontally and 90 fceV deg longitudinally. As the
particles are accelerated and go through the sector
magnate, they lose energy In a randoa aanner aa
described below.

The average number of quanta aaltted per unit
angle Is given by

|£ - 19.8 E/CcV

The critical photon energy ue la defined as

u c - 0.7031 E
2 keV/GcV2

Defining € - u/u , where u la the photon
energy, the probability that C will be found
between C and C + dC Is given by3

F<5)d« 7 /
5/3

(4)

(5)

(6)

where K 5/3 la a Modified Beasel function. For
randoa selection of the photon energies, one
requires the Inverse of the distribution function4

t
C(t) - / F (C)d5

o

- X - 3 I f."* COih<X)..ch fx)co.h(|x)dx (7)

C(t) has been calculated numerically and polynoalal
and exponential flta over ••all raglOM were
generated to give the Inverse function.

Each sector aagaet la divided Into 10
subsections. To approximate the randomness of the
photon emission tha actual number of aaltted
photons for each electron In the subsection Is
chosen randomly from a Folason distribution. (This
random choice of the number of photons per
subsector adds about 301 to the phase space growth
rataa.) The energy of each photon Is chosen from a
randoa number and the Inverse of C(t). The total
of the photon energies for each particle la the
energy loas for that particle in the subsector.
The particles are then transformed to the next
subsector, taking Into account their new energy
error terms. The phase error changes arc
calculated from the Integral of the changed
displacements. Damping of the oscillations la
provided for In the llnac sections.

The program has been run a number of times
with 500 particle*. Typical reaulta are shown In
Fig. 3, 4, 5. The centers of the distributions
follow the expected cloaad orbits distortions very
closely. The growth rates arc Independent of
whether or not the tilted dispersion system Is
used.

The moments shown la Figures 3 are calculated
after first aubtractlng tha expected average
positions. For exponential distributions these
should correspond to »3Z, 7 « , 84Z and 89Z of the
beam. The results for <c> arc about .15 mm arad
for the horizontal phase space end (30 XeV degrees
for the longitudinal phase apace at 4 CeV. The 99Z
levels should be 4.6 times larger.
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Fig. 2 Longitudinal phaac apace errora with
horizontal orbit distortions removed.



FIRST FOUR MOMENTS
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Fig. 3 Growth of the phase apace
Top: Longitudinal, Bottom: Horizontal

Fig. 5 Final distribution of the 500 longitudinal
phase space points at 4 GeV.
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Fig. 4 Final distribution of the 50* horizontal
phase space points at 4 G«V.
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